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The Imramma literature of Old Irish society has inspired meditation and spirituality for centuries.
The Immrama Meditations are a gateway to our inner sacred landscape, the landscape of soul
and Imbas.The Imramma seeks to align the three realities - this physical reality, the inner
landscape and the Otherworlds.Eblanna Raven is a lifelong practitioner of the art and her
teachings are widely regarded as the definitive introduction to traditional Imramma, both by
those simply seeking to connect to their Irish spirituality and those who practice Irish Traditional
Witchcraft. This edition is fully revised, with meditations and commentaries on each Isle.This is
an introduction intended to enable a complete beginner to build up techniques and visualization
and gain practical experience of Imrammic meditation, or to help any practitioner to challenge
themselves and explore new aspects of the same. It takes the approach of giving examples,
exercises, questioning and allowing the individual to explore their own unique vision while
providing an authentic framework to help.

About the AuthorNadiya Shah is an internationally syndicated Sun Sign Columnist and the first
Canadian to hold an M.A. in the Cultural Study of Cosmology and Divination, from the University
of Kent, United Kingdom. As producer and host of her own WebTV show, Nadiya is one of the
most watched astrologers on Youtube and has interviewed many of the world's most renowned
astrologers. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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IMRAMMAIMRAMMAIRISH MEDITATIONS BY EBLANNA RAVENCopyright 2013 Eblanna
RavenAll rights reserved. No part of this book may be used or reproduced in any manner
whatsoever without written permission, except in the case of brief quotations embodied in critical
articles or reviews.First Published for print 2005Published for print 2013 by PPP PublicationsAll
illustrations copyright 2013 PPP PublicationsThis edition for Kindle 2016Front cover illustration
Geraldine Moorkens Byrne.Copyright PPP Publications21-22 Lower Stephen Street, Dublin 2,
IrelandDedicated to my Clann especially the younger generation, carrying on a tradition I
cherish.Gratitude and love to Geraldine Moorkens Byrne for her unflagging support and help;
and for helping an old woman conquer the world wide web.ContentsAbout the AuthorIrish
Traditional WitchcraftWhat is the Imramma?Chapter One: Maps and ClannsChapter Two: The
Forests and The PlainsChapter Three: The Isle of Hy-BrasilChapter Four: Tir Na TaibhseChapter
Five: Tír na mBánChapter Six: Isle of MagesChapter Seven: Tír na CeoilteoríChapter Eight: Tír
na nÓgChapter Nine: Tir Na GaisciochChapter Ten: Tir na Taingiri (Isle of Promise)Chapter
Eleven: Obstacles in the ImrammaAbout the AuthorEblanna Raven is a lifelong practitioner of
what we now term Traditional Irish Witchcraft but what she grew up thinking of as Draoíocht or
Witchcraft, unaware of Wicca and its claims of ancient pagan associations. Instead to her
witchcraft was and always will be simply an art, rooted in Ireland in its heritage and folk culture
and expressed in each individual culture similarly.She loves the Old Gods of Ireland but grew up
Catholic, became an atheist, and then worked her way back around to the indigenous
philosophies of pre Christian Ireland – but she has yet to date found it to be any use whatsoever
in witchcraft to believe or not believe in any God. You may as well claim to be a Catholic Plumber
or a Buddhist Electrician. Either, she maintains, one has a talent for witchcraft and an ability to
feel it, or one doesn’t. If the talent is there then discipline and hard work and experience can pay
off. If it’s not there one cannot be initiated or prayed into it. And she doesn’t want to clear up the
mess if someone actually managed to download a god into themselves in order to cast a
spell.She lives out her old age now, bullying her family and being as great a nuisance as
possible while she can still enjoy it. One of the great pleasures of her later life has been seeing
the Internet, watching this amazing communication between people and communities. It’s given
her hope for the future, and also, videos of baby hedgehogs.Irish Traditional WitchcraftDefining
this term is worthy of a book in itself but in brief, it is used among indigenous Irish practitioners to
denote the magical traditions, glam dicean, breac, draiocht ceoil, magic of the fili and druidic
heritage that informs Irish folk witchcraft. It is not a religion, nor has it ever been; it is an art or
skill. ITW holds that magical energy is a natural part of the world around us; it is expressed in
concepts of Brí and Bua, the energy of a place either natural (Brí) or developed through use
(Bua); Meditation is a useful tool in accessing and controlling that magical energy and shaping it
to a practical end. Irish witches, or Draoi or Wise Women, were above all of practical use to their
communities, not high priestesses of a mystery religion but healers, hexers, mediators between
the unseen worlds and this reality, and basically, meddlers.What is the Imramma?The Imramma
is the term used by Irish Traditionals to denote the Soul Journey, or Journey of Meditation



undertaken by a practitioner around the "Homeland".The use of a detailed spiritual landscape,
called the Homeland with archetypes and meditations on different islands etc., has been used
for generations to encourage our facility to soul journey; this spiritual path has opened up many
other paths, such as past life regression, as practitioners become more adept.As a concept it
arises from the Myths and Sagas of ancient Ireland; the theme of a sea voyage leading the hero
into contact with strange otherworld entities is often seen in the literature of both Ireland and
other Celtic nations. The sea in particular is seen as the home of the gods, and the archetypes -
the seashore as a seminal place where one stands on the boundaries of both worlds.The sacred
islands mentioned here are drawn both from the sagas; i.e. Tir na mBán, Hy-Brasil, Tir Taingíri,
Tir na nÓg, and the rest from my own personal family tradition. Most families follow something
very similar to my own family's tradition; but small discrepancies and differences are perfectly
normal. Therefore you may have someone using the Isle of Mazes instead of the Isle of Warriors
for example....as long as the basic idea is the same one should not be afraid to
experiment.Imramma: The Soul Journey in Traditional Irish WitchcraftWith the rise of neo-
paganism and the influx of Wicca into Ireland the indigenous Irish Traditions have seen many of
their institutions appropriated and misused. It seems now for example that every second person
that takes up meditation or can bang a Bodhrán a-rhythmically thinks they have mastered the art
of going on Imramma or Soul Journey. Many have in fact no real idea what an Imramma is or
what is means in Irish Occult Traditions.Our knowledge of Imramma stems in part from the body
of Old Irish literature known by the same name: the Brendan Voyage or the Voyage of Bran are
two famous examples of this literary tradition. In simple terms an Imramma is a journey,
described as a sea-voyage, which the hero undertakes at the request of a supernatural being,
and which takes him to mysterious islands and on adventures and by means of which he attains
some knowledge or experience which is invaluable to him upon returning home. Not all the
Immramic tales conform to all of these criteria, and some are fragmentary or heavily re-written
but it is a good rough outline for an Imramma.One of the most interesting things about the
Imramma is that it is part of both the Christian and Pagan Mystical tradition in Ireland: to use
again the examples given above Brendan’s Voyage is very much a Christian Imramma and
Bran’s Voyage a pagan one. Irish Occult Traditions are not religious ones, and traditional
witchcraft in Ireland is considered to be an occult art by its practitioners, not a religious path. As
a result manygenerations of Catholic witches have been active in Ireland and only recently has
there been a more marked trend towards Pagan ones. Because the Imramma likewise straddles
both pre-Christian and Christian traditions in Ireland, Irish traditional Witchcraft has long adopted
it as a meditative discipline, one which can transcend religion and enable an occult practitioner
to develop spirituality.The Imramma as a Meditation Cycle takes on the basic outline of a
Immramic story and fleshes it out into a metaphor of our souls. This metaphor describes our
internal self in terms of sacred landscape: there is the Homeland (traditionally seen as the Island
of Ireland itself) which represents our soul and its interaction with physical reality around us. This
island is surrounded by eight sacred isles, each of which has a name and each of which



represents a spiritual place we may visit in order to find answers, or help or to simply reinforce
our spirituality.Celtic philosophies believe in the physical reality, the internal reality and the reality
of the Otherworlds or supernatural realms. Traditional Irish Witches believe that one should be in
harmony with each, at the one and same time, in order to fully attune to and raise power from the
magical energy around us, and within us. Because Traditional Witches inIreland certainly don’t
see witchcraft as a religion there is no raising of magical energy through Gods, or spirits, nor
through invocations nor through possession s or semi-possessions or rituals of “drawing down”.
For us it is simply a matter of attuning to the magical energy and the Imramma helps us to do
this.Within the Homeland itself one expects to meet with one set of Archetypes, who represent
aspects of ourselves and of those with whom we live and work. They also represent difficulties or
opportunities within our daily lives. The Archetypes we meet while journeying deeper among the
Isles represent deeper aspects of our psyche; issues of spirituality; and our connection with the
Divine and with the Ancestors. The Sea-shore, the boundary in all worlds between us and the
(for want of a better word) supernatural is the point at which magical becomes reality. Students
of Celtic philosophy will recognize the importance of a boundary, or in-between place.Reading
the source material is also essential to a full understanding of Imramma both as a traditional
metaphor for searching for the divine, and as a mystical mediation discipline. There are motifs
that appear, from colours to sacred or magical fruit to one-armed one-legged messengers, that
are overtly pagan and can be found in other ancient tales: understanding these emblems
enables us to better understand the messages we receive in Imramma.The richness and variety
of the metaphor is dependent upon the individual but the classic way to teach the Imramma is to
get the student to create a map, and teach them in guided meditation to feel at home in first the
homeland and then on journeys to the Sacred Isles. The Imrammic Meditations are not easy and
require intense and dedicated application to make them work. They are not taught in a half hour
workshop nor indeed can they be fully explained in an article! But they are worth the effort. The
Imramma Meditations are an ancient tool designed within a very Irish tradition of oral and written
literature to assist in the very Irish pursuit of a connection between soul and sacred
landscape.List of Sacred Isles(this example copyright Eblanna Raven of The Homeland and the
Sacred Isles)Islands:The first is called The Isle of Dreams (Hy-Brasil); the second (East) is
called The Isle of Ghosts(Tir na Taibhse); the third (south) is called the Isle of Women (tir na
mBan); the fourth (south) is the Isle of The Mages(Tir na Asarlai); the fifth (west) is the Isle of
Bards(I na Ceolteoiri); the sixth (west) is the Isle of The Young (Tir na nOg); the seventh (west) is
the Isle of Warriors (Tir na gCaiscioch); the eighth (north again) is the Isle of Promise(Tir
Taingiri).Further Reading:Source material: (three examples)“Immram Brain” or the Voyage of
Bran“Immram Brendan” or The Voyage of Brendan"Voyage of Mael Duin's Boat"Critical
Essays:The Otherworld Voyage in Early Irish Literature: an anthology of CriticismChapter One:
Maps and Clanns
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